Data Centers

in North Sweden
Making data centers sustainable and energy efficient

BMW selects Fortlax
Massive cuts in electricity
taxes for data centers
Continued expansion
in the region
The natural choice for
High Performance Computing

Get ahead of the competition
North Sweden isn’t just a place of excellent operational
conditions for data centers. It is also a place for development of new technology and solutions that put data
center companies ahead of the competition. We have
excellent universities, with a culture of industrial collaboration and strong research groups working in areas of
key-relevance for data center and cloud companies. The
region is also very business friendly, with an abundance
of innovative IT companies. Additionally, we have a new
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and unique international open data center test-facility.
Industry and academy combined, generate and attract
very well educated and trained IT professionals. Based
on these unique qualities, North Sweden has set forth
to become a region for global pioneers, when it comes
to how to make data centers greener, smarter and more
resource-efficient.

Welcome!
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GROWTH UNLIMITED
Node Pole is Sweden’s commercial investment &
development hub for emerging energy intensive
industries
We are a one stop shop for investing and developing new solutions for businesses looking towards
Sweden, known from data center establishment
successes such as Facebook in Luleå.
With a core team of experienced and dedicated
professionals, Node Pole Alliance with 60+
members, as well as partner sites, municipalities and
national Government authorities, Node Pole assures
you a fast, flexible and scalable transition into a new
industrial era.

Find and compare site investments

Capitalize on flexibility and speed

Take part of the next industrial era

nodepole.com
Ann-Christine Schmidt, National Economic Developer
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+46 70 651 59 33

ann-christine.schmidt@nodepole.com

GROWTH UNLIMITED
Node Pole is Sweden’s commercial investment &
development hub for emerging energy intensive
industries
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1.400MW

60+

green energy abundance

dedicated Alliance members consisting of
world leading cloud infrastructure
companies that enable tailored investment
and world leading time-to-market

3¢/kW

Europe’s lowest energy price

Find and compare site investments
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The enormous fans draw in the outside air to cool the
tens of thousands of servers in the data hall. In the
winter, when temperatures plunge to -30 Centigrade
degrees the situation is reversed, and the heat from
the servers warm the massive buildings.

The equipment is reduced to its basics
so it runs cooler. It can also be easily
accessed and repaired quickly. A few
years ago, it took an hour to repair
a server hard drive. At Facebook in
Luleå, that’s down to two minutes.
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With energy efficient technologies
and innovative cooling systems
benefiting from the cold outside air,
Facebook's data center in Luleå
is one of the most advanced and
energy efficient of its kind. This
green data center is powered by
100 percent renewable hydroelectric
energy generated by the nearby Lule
River. It consumes roughly 38% less
electricity and 60% less water than a
traditional data center. Facebook has
also open sourced all the specifications, sharing their data center design
innovations with others, collaborating
and driving a more energy efficient
and sustainable data center industry.

The main data hall is so big that engineers move around on scooters. Even
though around 200 people work at the
Luleå Data Center, the data halls are
frequently empty.

Facebook’s data
center has set a new
industry standard

The air travels through corridors where it’s
filtered and humidified for the most optimal
conditions for the servers. After cooling the
servers, the now warmer air is exhausted
through large fans.
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Some of the data
centers in the region
Acon Data Center

Hi5 Data Center

Hydro66 Data Center

One of Europe’s most
secure data centers

Norrmoln is your one stop shop
for all your data center needs

Welcome to server paradise

Acon owns and runs one of Europe’s most secure
data centers, situated in a bomb shelter under a
mountain. The data center focuses on the highest
possible security and availability with minimum
environmental impact. In addition to the extensive
intrusion and perimeter defense the mountain
itself provides, the data center is EMP protected
and supporting infrastructure such as electricity,
cooling and communication is doubled for redundancy. All electricity is delivered from a nearby
hydroelectric plant with a direct connection.

Hi5 offers all the security, accessibility and data
power you will ever need. Everything is delivered
online and available wherever you are. You can rent
your entire IT-environment as well as your client
computers, printers, backup and storage. Hi5 is in
the rare position to be certified to ISO standards
ISO 27001 (Information Security Management), ISO
9001 (Quality Management) as well as ISO 14001
(Environmental Management). Rest assured that all
employees, IT systems and Processes are handled
carefully, securely and are always up-to-date.

Read more at: www.acon.se

Read more at www.hi5.se and www.norrmoln.se

Hydro66 help System Integrators, Cloud Providers
and Enterprise Clients significantly reduce their
total cost of ownership. At the same time, the
environmental impact of essential IT investments
is eliminated by colocating with Hydro66. The
award winning data centre is elegantly designed
to answer the big challenges of the next 20 years.
It’s built with the environment and the client in
mind, it’s massively scalable, unbelievably efficient
and at a great price point.
Read more at: www.hydro66.com

Fortlax 2 Possible onebuilding expansion

Fortlax Data Center

InfoQB Data Center

Secure, world-class data storage

Safe and scalable data warehousing

Fortlax’s unique location just south of the polar circle, with natural cooling, a stable power supply, and a stable political situation, provides unique
conditions for data storage. Added to that, our facility has the highest security
classification a civilian building can have in Sweden, making Fortlax one of
the world’s best places for future-proof and sustainable data storage. Fortlax
offers secure, simple and effective solutions for the storage and backup of
critical digital business information.

InfoQB is a state-of-the-art, high-performance, energy-efficient data storage
center. It provides cost-effective, ultra-reliable and secure colocation and data
storage services to today’s global entities. InfoQB’s team of dedicated industry
experts has over 25 years of experience in successfully designing, constructing
and maintaining data centers for the private sector, all of which translates to
providing our customers with the highest quality functionality, reliability, security
and cost-efficiency in data storage.

Read more at: www.fortlax.com

Read more at: www.infoqb.se
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Europe’s Fort
Knox for
data storage
It is one of Europe’s most secure data centers.
With the motto: ”Satisfied customers will be back”,
the Fortlax data center has over 400 clients and is
expanding rapidly. One of their
newest customers is BMW Group.
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Anders Berglund,
CEO Fortlax
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Your data centers were originally built for
cash management and for military purposes.
Tell us more.
We can offer our customers state-of-the-art twin
data centers, geographically separated about 8
km from each other, including separate power
supplies. Our first data center, “Fortlax 1”, was
indeed built by the military and is one of the most
secure, advanced and professional facilities for
data storage and management of IT environments in the world. The property has security
level 3, the highest a civilian property can get in
Sweden. Server rooms consist of “vaults” inside
the building that are completely separated from
each other and the system is also approved by
the National Archives for storing digital information from Government agencies. Our other data
center, “Fortlax 2”, is housed in a building previously used for cash management, and offers
scalable server space up to 10 000 m².
BMW is a new customer of yours. What types
of services do you deliver to them?
For the moment we mainly offer co-location, but
we hope to soon be able to offer more of Fortlax
services, for example cloud service.
Why did BMW choose you?
One of many reasons was the green electricity
that comes from water and wind power. With
Europe’s lowest energy prices, abundant green
hydro power and outstanding resiliency, north
Sweden is very well suited for HPC*- intensive
industries. This is a segment that is growing,
and that is very energy demanding.

* see page 17
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“The massive 97 percent
tax cut has reduced overall
electricity prices by around
40 percent for data centers.”

You have been fighting for years for
lower taxes for data centers.
Yes, we have. For the data center industry to grow in
Sweden, we need to compete on equal terms with
Norway and Finland. Finally, the tax was reduced
to 0.5 öre per kilowatt hour for server halls with a
combined power of at least 0.5 megawatts. This 97
percent tax cut has reduced overall electricity prices
by around 40 percent for data centers.
However, this did not include smaller data centers.
You therefore continued your fight. Why?
Because this affected about 200 data centers in
Sweden. They, too, needed to compete on equal

terms. To only reduce the tax for bigger data centers
was fundamentally wrong so we kept struggling and
arguing with Swedish officials, including the Government. Now the tax cuts have extended to plants
greater than 0.1 megawatts and we are very happy
about that!
Looking at the future, do you have
any plans forward?
We will continue to expand. As we have a lot of
requests from the market, we are now projecting for
an expansion. We hope to release further information
about this shortly.
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With Europe’s lowest energy prices, abundant
green hydro power and outstanding resiliency,
north Sweden is very well suited for HPC*intensive industries.This is a segment that is
growing, and that is very energy demanding.
*High-performance computing (HPC) is the use of parallel processing for running advanced
application programs efficiently, reliably and quickly. Its requirement is to give enough
computational power to solve big problems which normal computers cannot solve, such as
weather forecasting.
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The research data center ICE

– RISE SICS North

The research data center ICE is an open research and testing environment, making it possible for research
projects, universities and companies to verify their solutions in a full-scale data center environment.

The ICE (Infrastructure and Cloud datacenter test Environment) mission
is to contribute to Sweden being at the absolute forefront regarding
competence in sustainable and efficient datacenter solutions, cloud applications and data analysis.
This will be accomplished by increasing innovation capability, helping product and service companies excel, as well as attracting more
researchers and companies to Sweden to make the business branch
even stronger nationally. ICE consists of two data center pods, where
one has an optimized and stable physical environment optimized for IT/
cloud-related applications, and one is a flexible construction optimized
for facility/utility testing. The ICE facility is operated and owned by RISE
SICS North, and will soon be expanded with a third pod.

The ICE offer
The test facility offers access to a unique environment for testing,
demos and experiments. The ICE offer covers all parts of the stack;
•	Big data and machine learning – Computing capacity, platforms and
tools for handling big data and machine learning
• IT and cloud – testing and experiment environments for software
development, scaling and infrastructure optimization
• Facility and IT HW – possibilities for testing disruptive innovations
concerning the facility and hardware of a data center
• Utility – measurements and research securing a sustainable society
with efficient data centers as a part of the energy system

RISE SICS North
RISE SICS North (The Swedish Research Institute, Swedish Institute of
Computer Science) is a subsidiary of the non-profit organization RISE
SICS, which carries out advanced and focused research in strategic
areas of computer science, in close collaboration with Swedish and
international industry and academia. The research creates cutting-edge
technology, invigorating companies beyond their own R&D. (Infrastructure and Cloud datacenter test Environment).
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Read more at https://ice.sics.se
For questions contact: Tor Björn Minde,
Tor.bjorn.Minde@ri.se, +46 (0) 70 624 29 59
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Two top
universities
in the region
Capability to build knowledge and
tackle challenges in new ways
Luleå University
of Technology
16 000 Students, 1 700 Employees
Scandinavia’s northernmost university of technology.
The university has four campuses, located in Luleå,
Kiruna, Skellefteå and Piteå.
Luleå University of Technology is experiencing strong
growth with worldleading expertise in several areas of
research. The research is conducted in close cooperation with companies such as Ericsson, Bosch, Scania,
LKAB, SKF and leading international universities.

Umeå University
31 500 Students, 4 300 Employees
Umeå university has more than forty departments,
conducting research and education in a broad range
of academic disciplines. Research in the area of data
centers and cloud computing is primarily conducted
in the department of Computing Science, which hosts
one of Europe’s largest research groups on autonomous cloud resource management.
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World-class data center and cloud research
Lara Lorna Jiménez

Olov Schelén

PhD Student in Mobile and Pervasive Computing

Associate Professor in Mobile
and Pervasive Computing

Research area: Efficient virtualization,
monitoring and autonomous distributed systems

Research area: Efficient
virtualization, distributed cloud
and Internet of Things
Valeriy Vyatkin

Arash Mousavi
Associate Senior Lecturer in
Dependable Communication and
Computation Systems
Research area: Energy efficiency in data
centers via intelligent automation

Chaired Professor of Dependable
Communication and
Computation Systems
Research area: Comprehensive
automation of data center
facilities for their energy and
operations efficiency

Gulnara Zhabelova
Associate Senior Lecturer in
Dependable Communication
and Computation Systems

Photo Per Petersson

Research area: Data center
energy infrastructure and
surrounding power grid
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Luleå University of Technology

Anna-Lena Ljung
Associate Senior Lecturer
in Fluid Mechanics
Research area: Cooling
of data centers

Mikael Risberg

Marcus Sandberg

Associate Senior Lecturer in
Energy Engineering

Associate Senior Lecturer in
Construction Engineering
and Management

Research area: Energy efficient
cooling and energy recovery in
data centers

Research area: Design automation
methods for construction

Damiano Varagnolo
Associate Senior Lecturer in
Control Engineering
Louise Olofsson
Student in the Database
Technology Course

Research area: Developing
algorithms for forecasting cooling
needs for data centers
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Using waste heat
from data centers to
grow mushrooms
It is fully possible to grow mushrooms in small
greenhouses heated by residual heat from data
centers. This was one of the findings presented
by the Green Power research project when they
summarized the pros and cons of using low
temperature heat from data centers for greenhouse cultivation.
The residual heat from data centers is called low-temperature heat,
which means that it keeps a temperature of around 30 Centigrade
degrees. The purpose of the Green Power project was to develop
a methodology in which measurements and computer models are
used to investigate whether low temperature heating is sufficient
for greenhouse cultivation and what kinds of plants are suitable for
growing in greenhouses heated by low temperature heat.
Based on data on the heat released from the data center, the temperature of the indoor and outdoor air, moisture etc. required for
growing in greenhouses, the researchers have developed computer
models to simulate whether it is possible to use the residual heat for
greenhouse cultivation and how the greenhouse should be designed
and powered by data center warming.
The results indicate that in order to grow in greenhouses heated
with residual heat from data centers, there is probably a need to
supplement low temperature heat from data centers with other heat
sources during the colder parts of the year. There is great economic
potential in developing new solutions to reuse low energy from
different buildings.
The participants in the Green Power project were: Luleå University of Technology, the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
in Umeå,Vattenfall, Ericsson, Bodens Energi, Boden Municipality,
Hydro66, Boden Business Agency, RISE SICS North Swedish ICT,
Enaco, KnCMiner and the Swedish Rural Economy and Agricultural Societies. The project was partly financed by the Swedish
Energy Agency, Bodens Municipality and Vattenfall.
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“In the past, high bandwidth costs meant
the obvious place to build data centers was
beside other data centers in urban areas.
As bandwidth costs continue to fall 20%
year on year, uncertain electricity costs are
now the primary optimization point for TCO
calculations. For many use cases, it makes
economic and environmental sense to ship
the data to where the power is reliable and
green, with a low long-term cost.”

Photo: Tomas Bergman

Anne Graf,
CEO Hydro66 colocation data center
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Elastisys

– one of Sweden’s hottest technology companies
The Umeå-based cloud company Elastisys has been awarded a place on the
prestigious list of Sweden’s 33 hottest technology companies by the newspapers
Affärsvärlden and Ny Teknik.
Online service providers such as banks, e-commerce
stores, data centers and telecom operators have to provide their customers with world class services to stay
competitive. Service downtime or slow performance
translates directly into lost revenue. Even if you constantly over-provision your IT infrastructure, you are
never sure if you can handle the next wave of traffic.
Auto scaling infrastructure is a solution but today it is
performed reactively, when service performance might
already be suffering. The company Elastisys offers a
proactive solution to this.
“Our management system predicts how much capacity is needed and then automatically balances capacity in
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advance. This means better performance and availability
during peaks in traffic and saves costs. We support all
popular public and on-premise platforms like AWS,
GCE, Azure, OpenStack,VMware, etc. Our system also
supports things like cloud bursting, making it possible
to run different workloads at different cloud suppliers
based on performance, availability or security
concerns,” says CEO Robert Winter.
The technology is unique in its predictive approach to
automatically scaling resources according to future needs
and builds on decades of internationally leading research
from the renowned Distributed System Research Group
at Umeå University.
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Need support?
Does your company need support to define, develop, test
and demonstrate new and better products and services?
If so, the FUI data center project might be able to help you. The project
supports small and medium-sized enterprises in Norrbotten and
Västerbotten in the following areas:
• Information, advice and guidance in the field of data centers and
cloud computing
• Business support, identifying sales channels and potential clients
• Support for research and development and finding partners for research
collaboration
• Support with process management and finding the right expert to increase your company’s competitiveness
• Consulting and auditing in connection with commercialization
• The project also provides access to an advanced test environment.
This is an experimental environment for research, innovation and
demonstration of infrastructure and IT products for data center facilities
Want to participate?
Contact: Jan-Olov Johansson
jan-olov.johansson@ltu.se +46 70 619 22 31
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“The establishment of data centers
in Norrbotten is important for the
development of our region. We
support the work of creating the
right conditions for more
establishments and to further
develop the already existing ones.”
Maria Stenberg, Chair of the
Regional Executive Committee

Data centers
– a priority
Continued investment to attract data center actors to the region.
North Sweden has set out to become a region for global fore-runners,
when it comes to making data centers greener, smarter and more
resource efficient. The successful establishment of Facebook’s data
center in Luleå was preceded by hard work from Luleå Municipality,
among others. Similar efforts have been made in other parts of the region,
including successful establishments in Boden at the former heliport
school area. Additionally, the County Administrative Board of Norrbotten
County has developed a strategy* for growth in the data center area. The
strategy describes a rapidly growing global need and market for megadata centers, and a highly competitive Swedish offering to this market,
with the north Sweden region as the forerunner, to support the sustainable
growth of the data center and cloud business sector. Since the beginning

of 2017, responsibility for regional development has been held by the
newly formed Region Norrbotten. Luleå University of Technology’s Mikael
Börjesson, who has been coordinating the regional data center strategy,
says: “The great support and commitment from county administrative
boards, county councils and municipalities, as well as universities, has
been – and will continue to be – instrumental for the work to implement
the Regional Data Center Strategy.”
*The Regional Data Center Strategy is available at:
http://www.lansstyrelsen.se/norrbotten/SiteCollectionDocuments/
Sv/nyheter/rapport-strategi-skapa-varldsledande-teknikregionNB-KLAR.pdf
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Cloudberry
data centers
– a competence center

Cloudberry Data centers is a national competence center in
the area of energy and resource-efficient data centers.
Large-scale data centers require huge amounts of energy. By
developing new technologies, processes, methods and strategies
for increased energy efficiency, Cloudberry contributes to reduced
carbon dioxide emissions. Cloudberry has a holistic approach to
data centers and work cross-border and engage in several different
research subjects.
Find out more and join us at: www.cloudberry-datacenters.com
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Luleå University of Technology, Graphic Production 2017

Funded by

A collaboration between

Do you want to contribute? Contact Marie Nolin,
Luleå University of Technology, marie.nolin@ltu.se, +46 (0)725262070
Download a digital version of this brochure at: www.fui.dc4c.se

